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An little after lunch creative exercise

When you think about the profession of social work in children’s services, the work of 
children services, what metaphor would you use to describe how ‘social work’ works? 

For example, being a social worker is like a duck swimming in a big lake. The duck looks calm 
but is feverishly swimming with their feet to make small amounts of progress.

Or

Being a social worker is like …….
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How does the magic happen?

By Roseanne Paine
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‘Doing Signs of Safety’ 

Breadth – how often we do something

Depth – how well we do something 

Impact – the difference our work makes in the lives of children and families

=the MM framework at its simplest.

How does the magic happen?

0% Breadth – how often? 100%
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‘What we all want’ 
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How could you QA SofS practice?

BREADTH
-practice dashboards

DEPTH
-professional perspective (CCR)
-parent/family/child 
perspective

How does the magic happen?
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Organisational Alignment

What we want it to look like!

Organisational Alignment
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What we got!

Organisational Alignment

In contrast to the Canadian redwood, 
here’s a gnarled English tree. Not so 
pleasing to the eye but possibly closer to 
the messy nature of our child protection 
agencies. 
It has become gnarled and twisted as it 
responds to the challenges of survival in 
its environment but it DOES survive.

Dr. Eileen Munro

Organisational Alignment
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How does the magic happen?
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Written statements of 
organisational values

Colonial/Paternalistic/Expert/DO TO Values

How does the magic happen?

Equity/Fairness/Justice/DO WITH Values

Written statements of 
organisational values

Colonial/Paternalistic/Expert/DO TO Values
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How does the magic happen?

How does the magic happen?

As much as 70% of the variation in youth 
outcomes across Child Welfare organisations can 
be explained by the organisation’s culture and 
climate as assessed by their front-line 
practitioners.

Williams & Glisson (2014)
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How does the magic happen?

‘Child welfare systems need to move away from fear, blame and cover your ass and toward 
reflection, appreciation and shared learning.’

Dr Bill Madsen

How does the magic happen?
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How does the magic happen?

How does the magic happen?
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Principles Principles
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How Does the Magic of Signs of Safety Work?
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How well is your tree doing?

Feedback loops 
for assessing:

-breadth of practice (following the roadmap when working with families)

-depth of practice (from professional and parent perspective)

-breadth of supervision (leading group supervision, CCAs, AIs,…..)

-depth of supervision (from team perspective)

-breadth of leadership (leading with curious questions and AIS,……)

-depth of leadership (self assessment)

-organisational culture (from frontline staff perspective)

-impacts (child safety, family preservation

/connection) 
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Principles Principles

Impact measures:

Core Impact measures tend to vary somewhat between organisations, but 
according to Dr Louise Caffrey (2020) should fundamentally focus on:
-child safety (low recurrence of maltreatment, low re-referral rates with a CP 
concern, high levels of perceived safety of the child by 
child/parent/family/worker, etc) 
-family preservation and connection (low rates of children in care, high 
placement rates with kin, shorter times in care, child has more and stronger 
connections with kin and naturally connected adults, etc)
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How well is your tree doing?

Meaningful Measures 
are needed to assess:

-breadth of practice (following the roadmap when working with families)

-depth of practice (from professional and parent perspective)

-breadth of supervision (leading group supervision, CCAs, AIs,…..)

-depth of supervision (from team perspective)

-breadth of leadership (leading with curious questions and AIS,……)

-depth of leadership (self assessment)

-organisational culture (from frontline staff perspective)

-impacts (child safety, family preservation

/connection) 
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Together we believe these
are the ‘meaningful measures’ 
that will guide your organisation
towards making the biggest 
possible difference for children
and families as possible.  

Elia has developed and tested
measurement methods for each.

Principles Principles

More information about meaningful measures is 
available at:

https://knowledgebank.signsofsafety.net/resources/implementation/meaningful-measures-and-quality-
assurance/an-initial-vision-for-aligned-quality-assurance-using-meaningful-measures

Or searching
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Reflections

What did you find most helpful from this Meaningful Measures 
presentation?

What are your ideas about how you could apply the most helpful 
parts of this presentation into your work?

www.elia.ngo

Facebook: eliachangethestory

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/eliachangethestory

Twitter: @Elia_Int
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